
Observed Structured Clinical Assessment Form 
Sample for Cardiac and Lungs 

 
Trainee: _______________________________   Date: _________________________ 
 
Evaluator: ______________________________  Training Site: ___________________ 
 

Pre-
scan 

 Score 

1 Turned machine on (Y/N)  
2 Positioned machine properly (Y/N)  

3 Positioned patient properly (Y/N)  
4 Entered data into the machine properly (Y/N)  

5 Cleansed hands prior to scan (Y/N)  

6 Cleansed probes prior to scan (Y/N)  
Scanning PR 

(0-1) 
PO 

(0-1) 
OR  

(0-1) 
AN 

(0-3) 
IN 

(0-3) 
IM 

(0-4) 
Cardiac-Parasternal long       

Cardiac-Parasternal short       
Cardiac-Apical 4       

Cardiac-Subxiphoid       

Thoracic-Pneumothorax       
Thoracic-Pleural fluid       

Thoracic-B lines       
Post-
scan 

 Score 

1 Made pt comfortable during scan (Y/N)  
2 Documented findings (DO, 0-3)  

3 Communicated well with patient (CO, 0-3)  
4 Cleaned hands after scan (Y/N)  

5 Cleaned patient after scan (Y/N)  

6 Cleaned probes after scan (Y/N)  

7 Can upload saved images for review (Y/N)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scoring System 
1=Yes, done correctly  

0=No, not done correctly  

PR: PRobe 1=correct probe was used. Note, in some cases there may be more than one probe 

that can be used. 0=correct probe was not used.  

PO: POsition 1=the probe was placed on the correct position on the patient’s body 0=the probe 

was placed on the incorrect position  

OR: ORientation 1=the selection marker was pointing in the correct direction 0=the selection 

marker was pointing in the incorrect direction  

AN: ANatomy 3=correctly identified and named ALL structures pertinent to image 2=correctly 

identified and named SOME structures pertinent to image, did not know all 1=correctly 

identified and named some structures but INCORRECTLY identified or named others 0=could 

not identify or name pertinent structures or named them all incorrectly  

IN: INterpretation 3=correctly acquired and interpreted images to answer ALL relevant point-of-

care questions 2=correctly acquired images and was able to interpret SOME but not all relevant 

point-of-care questions 1=correctly acquired images but INCORRECTLY interpreted some of 

them 0=did not acquire images sufficient for interpretation to answer point-of-care question  

IM: IMage quality 4=outstanding images, no suggestions for improvement 3=excellent images, 

minor suggestions for improvement 2=good images, acceptable for interpretation 1=poor 

images, some anatomy discernible but not sufficient for interpretation 0=no meaningful image 

generated  

DO: DOcumentation 3=Excellent documentation, all findings documented 2=Good 

documentation, some findings documented 1=Poor documentation, some findings may have 

been documented incorrectly 0=No documentation  

CO=COmmunication 3=Excellent communication, communicated well with the patient/family, 

explaining and not overstating findings 2=Good communication, communicated some findings 

with the patient/family 1=Poor communication, explained some findings incorrectly or 

overstated findings 0=No communication  
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